
Roto have now introduced a low handle height version of their 
excellent TSL twin-cam security lock for outward opening windows.

The handle position is offset towards the bottom of the TSL (205mm 
from the end) in order to make operating the window easier in 
situations where reaching a handle fitted in the centre of the sash is 
difficult. This could be because the window is tucked away in a deep 
reveal, it’s positioned behind kitchen or bathroom fittings, or if the user 
is wheelchair-bound.

The Lifetime Homes Window Specification states that wheelchair 
users should be able to see out of a window when seated and that 
they should be able to operate at least one window in each room 
from their chair. To achieve this, the specification calls for at least one 
window in each room to have a handle or control positioned no higher 
than 1200mm from floor level. TSL with low handle height makes this 
possible while providing locking points right to the top of the window as 
normal.

All other aspects of the new product are exactly the same as on the 
standard TSL, so all the benefits of Roto TSL, such as the EN 1670 
class 5 salt spray and PAS 24 security test results, still apply.

Benefits at a glance:

• 205mm gearbox position meets requirements of Lifetime Homes 
standard

• Secure window locking system tested to security standard 
PAS24:2012

• Fits Eurogrooves up to 1600mm
• Quick to fit - no cropping or fitting of extension/end pieces is 

required and all fasteners are applied from same direction
• Nano Sil surface treatment meets requirements of EN1670:2007 

grade 5 (480 hours)
• NT faceplate for greater tolerance and pleasing aesthetics
• 10 year Roto functional warranty   
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PRODUCT BULLETIN
Roto TSL with Low Handle Height

Length MB* 20BS/8MB 20BS/9.5MB 22BS/8MB 22BS/9.5MB Box Qty

850mm 4 2RWE4561 2RWE4565 2RWE4569 2RWE4573 10

950mm 4 2RWE4562 2RWE4566 2RWE4570 2RWE4574 10

1050mm 4 2RWE4563 2RWE4567 2RWE4571 2RWE4575 10

1150mm 4 2RWE4564 2RWE4568 2RWE4572 2RWE4576 10
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*Denotes quantity of striker plates required


